
KEY DOCUMENT IDENTIFICATION

A Faster, Better Way  
to Find Key Documents
AS DATA VOLUMES AND COMPLEXITY RISE, A ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL APPROACH IS  
NO LONGER ADEQUATE TO FIND THE INFORMATION YOU NEED FOR YOUR CASE.

A traditional approach to document review lacks the ability to analyze documents with the nuance, 
speed, and scale required to tackle today’s workplace data. In contrast, the Lighthouse key document 
review solution brings together a highly specialized team of linguists, subject matter experts, and 
purpose-built technology to deliver the documents that matter, faster. 

Using a proprietary search tool, linguists perform nuanced searches within the text and metadata of 
documents. The teams find the most likely ‘hot’ documents first so you can get the initial batch of 
interesting documents even faster. At the same time, they identify and exclude irrelevant documents, 
enabling the team to quickly home in on what’s key.

Lighthouse vs linear review
A global law firm was frustrated with the accuracy and pace of the linear review team’s key document 
identification process. With their timeline slipping away, counsel brought in Lighthouse to quickly 
deliver the documents they needed.
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Lighthouse’s Purpose-Built Solutions Deliver 
High-Quality Results, for Less
In addition to getting better results, the law firm would have seen a savings of 16% had 
they tapped Lighthouse for key document identification from the beginning. Further 
leveraging Lighthouse to review for responsiveness could have led to a savings of 64% in 
comparison to linear review.

Important documents missed by linear 
review were found by Lighthouse to 
bolster case strategy and mitigate risk:
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our defense.
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